"Burnout – Sports Competition" February 2018

The first year students of Medical College Baroda organized a sports festival titled "Burnout - Nerves on fire" on 27th February 2018 at MS University Pavilion. It was for the first time that an inter college sports festival was organized. First year students from GMERS Medical College Gotri were invited for the same. Sports Dean of Faculty of Medicine, Dr. Sonia Barve inaugurated this event. Medical Superintendent Dr. R. N. Daveshwar, Student's Dean Dr. N R Pathak, Dr. Chirag Mistry and Dr. Govind Ninama graced their presence to encourage all students.

Dr. Govind Ninama also extended his support by umpiring for the cricket matches. It was a very successful event and students demanded to extend this event next year for all the students. Enthusiasm for Burnout 2.0 in Feb '19 could be seen at the end of the day.
The following events were played at this sports fest -

1) Cricket
2) Football
3) Chess
4) Volleyball
5) Table Tennis (Singles & Doubles)
6) Badminton (Singles & Doubles)
7) Kho Kho (exclusively for girls)

**Cricket**

Two teams represented each college. A qualifying match for finals was played between a team of both the colleges. Both the teams of Medical College Baroda won the respective matches and made their way to the finals. The final match of cricket was played between the two teams of Medical College Baroda. The winning team bagged the Trophy, along with medals & certificates to individual players.
Football

Similar to cricket, two teams represented each college. A qualifying match for finals was played between a team of both the colleges. First Qualifying was won by GMERS Gotri while second by Medical College, Baroda. Hence the final was the most enjoyable for all the players as well as for the spectators, it was going to decide that who'll earn the prestigious Football trophy. After a nail biting full time of 40 mins, equal scores of 1-1 led to the Penalty Shootout.

Medical College Baroda once again proved their dominance by winning the shootout and earned the Football Trophy. They bagged the Trophy, along with medals & certificates to individual players.
Chess

Medicos are known for their intellectual minds, and Chess is the best way to test it. Eight participants from both the colleges participated in the event. The first, second and third prizes were won by Atharv Joshi, Darshan Prajapati, and Tanushka Sharma respectively. The participants were awarded medals and certificates.
**Volleyball**

One team from both the colleges BMC & GMERS played the match. Medical College Baroda won the match by winning to 2 out of the 3 sets. Congratulations to all the teammates. The winners were awarded Team Trophy, medals and certificates.
Table Tennis

Singles & Doubles both type of matches were played. There are a very active participation from both the colleges. 16 Singles and 8 Doubles teams were lined up from both the colleges. All the singles awards were bagged by Medical College, Baroda while amongst doubles gold & bronze by Medical College, Baroda and silver by GMERS.
Badminton seemed to be the most exciting game for both players and spectators. All the day long, cheers and hurrahs were heard from the court. Singles and Doubles both type of events were played. GMERS gave a tough fight to BMC, however hard work paid off, awarding BMC team all the three prizes in Singles and Doubles.
Kho Kho

An event exclusively organized for girls. Kho Kho players were cheered up by a good amount of spectators. The fierceness of girls to defeat the opponents was clearly seen in both the teams. After an exciting game, BMC Girls won the trophy!